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Supply List and Pre-Class Instructions 
 
 
Welcome to Reverse Applique With A Twist!   
 
Think about “contrast” as you select your fabrics for class.  The more contrast your background fabric 
has with your “underneath” fabrics, (i.e., the fabrics you’ll see as you cut away the background fabric), 
the more your design will stand out.  From small pink dots, to black and white stripes, to purple and 
orange floral, to turquoise check patterns – mix it all in - almost anything goes, and looks great in the 
end project!  Don’t be afraid to mix batiks and regular cotton quilting fabrics!   (Refer to the sample 
online where you registered for class.) 
The kit pieces supplied by the instructor will have bright colors with medium to dark values – similar to 
the sample that was online where you registered for class. 
 
For class, you will need to bring: 
 

• Sewing machine in good working order, and its accessories (including the power cord, presser 
feet, sewing machine needles, bobbins, etc.). 

• Threads – bring a variety of colors to complement or contrast with your background fabric and 
scraps – 3 or 4 should be fine.  Your thread will be visible on your project.  Cotton works just 
fine, and polyester (or rayon) will give added sheen to the design.  No metallic thread for this 
particular class. 

• Common sewing supplies - a pair of scissors for cutting the fabric scraps and for snipping 
threads; straight pins (non-melting heads recommended); seam ripper; hand-sewing needles; 
fabric marking tool – marking pencil or pen; fabric glue stick (optional); and, any additional 
sewing supplies that you consider essential. 

• Best Press (or other spray starch) is optional. 

• MINI-iron and ironing pad.  The shop has an iron and ironing board that is shared by all students 
– you are welcomed to bring a mini-iron (travel sized iron) and ironing pad to use at your table.  
Please do not bring a full-sized iron – multiple full-sized irons will continuously trip the circuit 
breakers. 

• Pre-cut these fabrics/batting prior to coming to class: 
o Two (2) 10” squares of background fabric. 
o Two (2) 12” squares of backing fabric.   
o Two (2) 12” squares of thin (low-loft) batting 

• Small scraps of a variety of fabrics – 4 to 5 fabrics should be plenty.  No exact measurement, but, 
for this class, the pieces should be no smaller than (approximately) 2”x2” and no larger than 
(approximately) 4”x4”.  The pieces do not need to be square – odd-sized scraps that can 
accommodate a ¼” seam allowance generally work great.  In fact, we’ll be cutting some of the 
fabrics into odd shaped pieces and stitching them together. 

• Note – consider bringing a non-perishable snack or lunch – and a beverage in a spill-proof 
container.   This class runs through the conventional lunch time, so you are welcomed to take a 
break to have your lunch/snack.  


